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After being a part time model for a few years, I decided to try the other side of the lens.   
I’ve been a photographer for the past 9 years and a Professional Make Up Artist for the past decade. 

I've done a styling course with Werner Wessels and I have a passion to do hair 
- I basically love everything to do with beauty and style. 

I am also an Entrepreneur and the owner of my own 
online Health, Wellness & Cosmetics company AMMI (www.ammi.co.za)

I can assist with all photogI can assist with all photography and styling from the CEO to the team,
the products, o ces and lifestyle photography.

I have helped many businesses to improve their look and feel, and showcase 
them in the best way possible. I assist with styling, moodboards and help 

with your the mood that will fit your brand.

- Amorie Pearson
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At the Amorie Arts Studio, we provide professional make up and 
basic hair styling services. We can do anything from natural to

dramatic make up.  We have two make up artists.
  

Make up will enhance your beauty that is already there, it really does help
to represent yourself in the best way possible.  

If I do shoots with men, I apply pIf I do shoots with men, I apply powder to take away all the
highlights and shine from the face. 
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First of all, decide what it is that you need for your business and have a look
at my packages.

From there, I can assist you with the ideas, moodboard and the outfit ideas
and the overall look & feel for your shoot.  

I can set up a mobile studio or you can come to my studio in Centurion
to do your shoot.

At the shoot I will assist with posing guidence, At the shoot I will assist with posing guidence, yes men, you too! 
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MORE DETAILS...

*  The shoot time includes all the original photos taken 
   on the day

*  Traveling is R5,50 per km from Centurion

. 

Photographer cost per hour:                            
Photographer full day rate  - 8 hours:
Videographer - 1min Highlights video:                                           
Videographer full day rate  - 8 hours:
               
        

R2000 (1500 per hour thereafter)
R10500
R3500
R9000

Events



To create the best experience for you, it is important 
that you do a little preparation beforehand.  Here are a few tips:
 
*  If you added Professional Make up to your package, please arrive with no make
   up on, make sure your skin is clean and moisturized.
* If you are taking the package with basic hair styling,  please make sure your hair
   is clean and    is clean and washed the night before.  
* Have your eyebrows shaped a few days before the shoot.
* The arrangements of the product shoots will be discussed depending on the needs.

PREPERATION

The photos taken on the day of your photoshoot will be processed and uploaded to
the 100% secure online folder.  You will receive instructions on how to choose your
favourites.   When you have chosen your favourites, you will receive your final 
product in 3-4 weeks or less.  If you need the edits for a specific date, 
let us know and we will plan accordingly.

FINAL PRODUCT

- Arrival time is exactly the time slot booked.
- If we book at my studio and you are late it will cut into your shooting time.  
- There will be extra time allocated if Professional Make up and / or Basic Hair Styling
   is included. 

THE SHOOT TIMELINE

Timeline
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